
**Review**

This post publication review discusses the systematic review of health informatics by Miah, Shen, Lamp, Kerr, and Gammack (2019), highlighting its contribution to the field and indicating areas for further research.

The reviewed article is a sound contribution to the literature on information systems (IS), adding timely insights into the current state of health informatics guided by a pressing research question: “What are the current research themes in the existing health informatics studies that show promise for future knowledge growth?” Miah et al. (2019) adopted a thematic analysis approach for analysing and classifying the existing literature to summarise new insights that may have future research value. It extends previous health informatics publications in this journal (Burmeister, Islam, Dayhew, & Crichton, 2015; Carlson, Farrelly, Frazer, & Borthwick, 2015; Poulsen, 2018; Simpson, Nevile, & Burmeister, 2003) and other IS journals (Miah, Hasan, & Gammack, 2017; Miah, Hasan, Hasan, & Gammack, 2017). Chiefly, the study identified ten research themes regarding existing health informatics by succinctly encapsulating the emerging aspects of this multidisciplinary IS subset.

To comment on the study, we have identified several sub-domains underneath the authors’ themes. We have done this to critique and complement the article. That is, we identify topics which are absent in the study, but we use the authors’ themes to do so. We hope that this contributes towards achieving the authors’ aim to “determine underlying technological developments and their target application areas” (Miah et al., 2019).

Here, we contribute additional topics worthy of further investigation as they fall into the authors’ themes. Those are, blockchain (themes: digital health and ethics, privacy, security and other concerns), fog/edge computing (themes: clinical and decision support aspects and digital health), and ethical healthcare robots (themes: telemedicine, telecare and telematics and smart living). Health informatics with blockchain is being done by Kuo, Kim, and Ohno-Machado (2017) and Gordon and Catalini (2018). Health applications of fog/edge computing are being explored by Kraemer, Braten, Tamkittikhun, and Palma (2017) and Barik, Dubey, and Mankodiya (2017). Ethical healthcare robots are being investigated by Vanderelst and Winfield (2018), Poulsen and Burmeister (2019), and Anderson, Anderson, and Berenz (2017).

To briefly expand on just one of these sub-domains and demonstrate the work being done in health informatics themes identified by the authors, consider ethical healthcare robotics. Anderson et al. (2017) developed and empirically tested a value-driven medicine delivery robot which upholds Russian deontological ethics and uses situational variables to make dynamic ethical decisions. Similarly, Poulsen and Burmeister (2019) are designing ethical care robots for elders which are dynamically responsive to care values as they emerge from human rights, professional ethics, and social groups such as ageing LGBTIQ+ (Poulsen et al., 2019; Poulsen, Burmeister, & Tien, 2018).

Overall, the systematic review by Miah et al. (2019) provides invaluable insights into the current state of health informatics by using a systematic methodology and thematic analysis. Here, we have shared the reader and researcher perspective, identifying a few absent health
informatics topics and complementing the findings by identifying them here using the authors’ themes.
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Response to the Post Publication Review

The prime author of the review study (Miah et al. 2019) entirely agree to the Blockchain based new technological prospects in improving healthcare information services. The health informatics field will be enriched in particular for the solution design arena, what was suggested.

The Blockchain technology was invented by Satoshi Nakamoto in 2008, nearly a decade ago (Nakamoto, 2008). Since then, its applications have been widely introduced and discussed in many sectors however, it is remarkable in the financial sector where the security, privacy and authorization are the vital issues. Despite this, the enormous potential of the application of Blockchain is still under exploration and the realisation of its benefits to many organisations and individuals are still at its emergent stages.

Government as well as enterprises are showing their increasing interests in adopting Blockchain based technologies realising that this technology may provide them effective support and further provisions for digital transformation. The World Economic Forum (WEC, 2018) viewed that the Blockchain would make industrial revolutions due to the facts that this technology can provide data security, transparency, as well as cost savings as the economic advantages. The main characteristics of the Blockchain are: it works in a decentralised manner, for wider ranges of data and their transactions ensuring authorisations and compatibilities that could offer useful provisions for designing various healthcare information dissemination solutions. Consequently, many recent studies discussed solution design using the Blockchain based applications in healthcare such as for health record management (Kar, 2016) and how Blockchains and smart contracts operate for identifying the advantages as well as highlighting the ways the Blockchains and other existing technologies such as IoT can be used together (Christidis and Devetsikiotis 2016). For improving user access management and data quality and providing access to patients for managing their own data offer options to integrate the informed consent procedure while ensuring privacy of data transactions (Razak, 2018). Along these lines, we anticipate that Blockchain based technology will make shift to transform the ways governments, businesses and communities use IT or Internet enabled platform as infrastructure for information collection, processing and analyzing that ensue effective delivery of information for better strategic decision support services. To capture the future research directions in the solution design research adopting Blockchain, we offer the following future aspects:

• **Strategic decision making services**: Further effective and robust decision support mechanisms development would be important study for the field of health informatics, in which structured and unstructured data are to be processed such as for setting out organisational vision and strategy as well as healthcare management to become more data-driven and vibrant solution applications (for example
through the adoption of various specialised DSS applications (e.g. in knowledge based DSS (Miah, 2008; Miah, Kerr, Gammack and Cowan, 2008)).

- **Information disseminations services**: Further effective Blockchain health informatics solutions oriented studies will be important for providing information distribution services to open up various development opportunities for individuals and organisations using user-centric and data-driven strategies (examples can be viewed in agricultural information services (Miah, 2012) and e-government (Miah, 2010)).

- **Analytics support services**: Further effective Blockchain health informatics solutions oriented studies will be important for developing data surveillance, business intelligence/analytics as well as predictive analytics for improving processes and practices as well as for better use of resources.

Let me conclude this brief commentary with a claim that for such solution design, studies may be benefited from a robust, broader and practice-focused design methodology in place. The design science research (DSR) paradigm (e.g. Miah and Gammack, 2014; Miah and Genemo 2016) provides better support in designing and evaluating specialised solutions over the past decades therefore, it would be showing promises for designing Blockchain based healthcare solutions. This pragmatism is a school of thought that considers practical consequences or real-world effects to be vital components of both practical meaning and truth (Hevner, 2007). Anderson (2013), cited in Tagle’s e-book (2019, p.8) suggested that the pragmatic paradigm for design and development research is focused on practice which better aligns with the DSR. Based on these, it is anticipated that DSR would be a suitable methodological avenue for conducting Blockchain based healthcare solution design studies.
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